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Desperate to fill teacher shortages, US schools are hiring teachers from overseas 

Story by Holly Yan, Tiara Chiaramonte and Anne Lagamayo, CNN Video by Tiara Chiaramonte and Anne Lagamayo, CNN 

Updated 1:21 AM EDT, Sun October 6, 2019 

(CNN)- When Joevie Alvarado became a teacher, she never expected to teach American students 7,600 miles away. 

But a dire shortage of US teachers means some schools are taking drastic measures - like hiring teachers from half a world away. 

"For the first year, it's a little bit of a struggle because I'm the kind of person who misses family that easily," said Alvarado, who taught for a 

decade in the Philippines before moving to Arizona. 

But "in terms of pay, let's just say my previous pay was multiplied by eight or 10 when I got here," she said. "So having that kind of pay, it 

enticed me to be here." 

Anne Lagamayo/CNN 

While foreign teachers and US-born teachers in her school district are on the same pay scale, Joevie Alvarado said her salary in Arizona is at least eight times higher than what she made 

in the Philippines. 

Some parents may be surprised to learn their children are now being taught by international teachers. 

Tom Trigalet, who was principal at Casa Grand Union High School when Alvarado was hired, said there's not much choice. 

"When you really don't have any other applicants, how are you going to fill those spots?" Trigalet said. 

But hiring teachers from overseas is only a temporary fix to a widespread problem. 



A nationwide crisis
Across the US, schools are hemorrhaging teachers while fewer college graduates enter the profession.

In 2018, the US had an estimated shortage 0f 112,000 teachers, according to the Learning.Policy_Institute.

RELATED ARTICLE
Why teacher strikes are touching every part of America

Arizona alone had 7,000 teacher vacancies going into this year, said Joe Thomas, president of the Arizona Education Association.

Some of those vacancies are filled by people who don't have a standard teaching certificate, he said. Others are being plugged by long-term
substitutes, contracted agencies or teachers who must add an additional course to their day.

So schools like Casa Grande Union High have hired several Filipino teachers using J-1 visas. Those visas allow teachers to stay in the US for
up to five years.

Alvarado is one of several Filipino teachers in their fourth year at Casa Grande teaching science - a notoriously hard subject to fill with US
teachers.

"People that have math and science degrees can make so much more money in research and in analytics and in other areas that their degree
opens doors to," Thomas said.

"The average starting pay (for teachers) in Arizona is about $36,300."

While that salary may seem paltry for many Americans, Filipino teachers like Noel Que say their jobs in the US are much more lucrative,
allowing them to live better.

Anne Lagamayo/CNN

Noel Que taught for almost 30 years before coming to Arizona to teach high school biology and biotechnology.

"You can buy anything here - not like back home," said Que, who teaches high school biology and biotechnology at Casa Grande

"We can eat whatever we want. We can buy whatever we want of the salary that we're getting .... We just need to budget that salary that
we're getting."



The Casa Grande Union High School District says its international teachers are_on_the same_ nay._8Cale as its American-born teachers.

Que, like other Filipino teachers at his school, lives with roommates to cut down on expenses.

While teaching in America has brought financial rewards, there are also emotional costs.

Leaving his family behind
Que said he made the difficult decision to move from the Philippines to Arizona about four years ago.

"The economic condition in the Philippines is very different ... it's not really enough," he said.

"There is always a trade-off in everything that you want to get. I want this job (for) my family, and then the trade-off of that is I need to leave
them there first."

Anne Lagamayo/CNN

Noel Que left his family in the Philippines to teach in Arizona. He sends half of his salary back home.

But ultimately, Que said he made the right decision.

"I'm a family man, so it's like my responsibility to provide for my family, for my parents, also for my mom most especially," he said. "Half of my
money goes back home and then half stays with me."

'We are not just certified, we are very qualified'
Que and Alvarado came to the US through one of several placement agencies that connects foreign teachers with American schools in need.

It's a booming business. In some cases, Filipino teachers pay an upfront fee, and the agency sets up the online interviews, tests and
paperwork.

"The whole process just took two months for us to complete everything," Alvarado said.
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RELATED ARTICLE
What US teachers won and lost in a year of protests
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the US State Department.

But why do many Filipino teachers get selected to go to the US?

"Filipinos are very known to be patient and hardworking, and that's probably one of the reasons why mostly Filipinos are the participants of
the Ji (visa) teacher program.," Alvarado said.

And unlike some teachers in the US who aren't certified in the subjects they teach, both Alvarado and Que have years of expertise in science.

It's a win-win scenario, Que said.

"It's a very good opportunity for the Filipinos to come here in America, to experience the life that we have here rather than the one that is
being told to us or the one that we look at (in) the movies," he said.

"I think it is also beneficial for the state (where) the number of teachers are lacking, especially on subjects like science, math, special
education, things like that," Que said.

"And they look into the Philippines, because many of our teachers are actually qualified on the subjects that they are teaching .... We are not
just certified, we are very qualified."

Learning to adapt in the US
When Que came to America, he experienced culture shock - but in a good way.

"This is the first time that I notice that every person that you will pass by, they will ask you, 'How are you? Good morning!' Things like that," he
said.

"I don't know you, why are you asking me how l am?" he joked. "We're not used to that back home."

,]~RELATED ARTICLE
~In several states, teachers protested and won. Now some accuse lawmakers of retaliating

The cultural differences were obvious in the classroom, too.

"Our students in the Philippines [are] quite different from the students that we have here," Que said.

In the Philippines, "they are very disciplined in terms of education because they look into education as how they are going to escape poverty,"
he said. "Discipline-wise, we don't really have a problem."

Alvarado said she also noticed more of an initial challenge when some students pushed back.

"When I came, they were like ... 'Why do (you) have to make us do this, do that?" And I was like, 'Well my dear, I am here to teach you to
make you learn. I am not just here to babysit all of you.' So that was part of my struggle, classroom management,'' Alvarado said.

"But slowly, I get the hang of it, and I was able to adjust it and show that hey, I'm the teacher, not you. What I say, you do," she said.

Alvarado now makes all her students sign a contract on classroom policies, including cell phone use and requiring everyone be seated and
ready to learn before the tardy bell rings.

"You need to get the respect, and once you do that with them, it's easy to teach American kids,'' she said.

Alvarado said she loves hearing students tell her she's made a positive impact on their lives.

"They come back to you and say, 'Miss, can you please be in my graduation?' Or, 'Miss can you please be in my quinceanera?' ... And I find it
so sweet,'' Alvarado said.

Inspiring a new generation
Marissa Yap, another Filipino teacher in Arizona, said she also had challenges with some students who weren't as well behaved as those she
taught in the Philippines.

Despite her small frame, she commands attention in the classroom where she teaches chemistry and AP physics.
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Anne Lagamayo/CNN

Marissa Yap said she faced challenges when she started teaching in the US. Now she gets invitations from some students to attend their gradution.

"I have observed that kids over the world ... they have common thing(s). They want to be listened to, and they want to be stay motivated and
be interested," Yap said.

"Some of the kids are actually working (jobs), so in my case like when the student is sleepy, I just talk to her: 'So, how are you doing? So did
you work last night?' "

The drowsy student responded: "I just arrived at home at 12 a.m."

That's when Yap turns the problem into a moment of positive reinforcement:

"So you're very sleepy, but you're still doing your work. I really appreciate that," she told the student.

RELATED ARTICLE
Paid summer breaks and other common myths about teachers

Since then, "I have (had) no problem with her."

"Whenever I talk to the kid(s), they feel like a connection that I care for them, and I realize that's ... way back home, also the same time. It's
actually just the same," Yap said.

"When you talk to the kid and you establish that good relationship, the kids will actually also give you the respect that you deserve."

Elizabeth Vitela said Yap has made a profound impact on her daughter, Genevieve, who was in Yap's chemistry class last year. On some days,
the teacher stayed late to work with Genevieve until 6 p.m. or later.

"My daughter didn't know what she wanted to do. Because of (Yap), she's choosing science as something she wants to do for a career,"
Vitela said.

She said Yap "just has the passion and the love to teach kids ... to bring something out of them that they didn't even know they had."

The clock is tickina
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Regardless of how much the Filipino teachers love their students, or how much student and school districts love them, everyone knows their
time in the US is limited.

Yap, Alvarado and Que all have less than two years before their visas expire.

"That would probably be a sad day for us," Yap said. "One kid already told me, 'Oh, Miss Yap, how long are you going to be here? Are you
going to be in my graduation?' "

RELATED ARTICLE
30,000 Chicago teachers could be the next to go on strike

Alvarado said some of her students know she has to go back to the Philippines. They make it a point to tell her how grateful they are.

"It makes me feel so good when they would say, 'Miss I am very happy that you are one of my teachers because I've learned a lot from you.' "
Alvarado said.

"When it comes to that point, when they would say thank you, it's a reward to myself that I have touched probably some lives of these people.
But it's just so sad that we have to say goodbye."

Vitela, whose daughter didn't know what she wanted to do before she met Yap, started crying when she learned the Filipino teachers at
Genevieve's school had to leave in two years.

"I think we need to change that," Vitela said. "Seriously."

"Because if you don't change that ... we're going to be doomed with education here in Arizona."
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Over the last few years we have seen an increasing number of teachers from other countries working in 

Alaska for school districts. This is because there is a shortage of US teachers nationally. Most often, 

these teachers are working on J-1 visas, and there are now hundreds of foreign national teachers -

many from the Philippines - now working in Alaska schools. 

Note: We do not do direct hiring of teachers, but are the official education job board service for Alaska 

school organizations to post their open positions. We are not experts about immigration matters, visas 

or work regulations. All job offers are between individual school districts and the teachers themselves, 

but we provide this page as a resource for overseas teachers exploring work in Alaska. 

Also, please realize that while we do wish all candidates luck in their job search, ATP does not endorse, 

or have an official relationship with any employment agency or sponsor recruiting or placing teachers 

from other countries. 

Question: I am a foreign teacher. Can I teach in Alaska? 

There are three important phases for overseas teachers seeking to work in Alaska. Although we outline 

the steps here, the only one ATP can help with is the last one: your actual job search. 

Whether you find an Alaska job depends on your specific qualifications and experience, your patience 

and skill with rules and paperwork, and perhaps most importantly, your ability to find a school district that 

needs your skills. 

There are three main hurdles we address here: 

1. Getting a Visa to enter in the USA for work purposes - Handled by the US DeRartment of State.

The State website has very specific requirements for visas. We have information below about

these, but no direct experience. There are agencies and businesses which exist to recruit, screen 

and place teachers in US schools from overseas using different visa types.

2. Finding a job in Alaska - Well, this is where we come in! ;-) Teacher applicants from anywhere

can use this website to find open jobs and apply with school districts by creating a free ATP Job

Bank RIQfi!.e.. We also host live ATP Virtual Chats using Facebook Live and Zoom, and invite

candidates who are currently registered with us. Follow us on Facebook for more information.

3. Permission to work as a teacher in Alaska - Getting certified to teach in Alaska - Handled by

the State of Alaska's Teacher Certification Office in Juneau.

Visa Information 

There are two main types of visas used by school districts in the United States to hire teacher for 

shortage areas: H-1 B & J-1 visas. Either can work, but in Alaska, their use is still fairly limited. 



J-1 Visas - Exchange Visitor Program

The most commonly used process currently for foreign teachers in Alaska is now the J-1 Visa Program,
which is one of the Exchange Visitor Programs managed by the US Department of State. Teachers hired
under the J-1 program can work in the US for three years, and then extend for another two years if they
can get an exemption or "No Objection" letter from their home country. After their first 3 years, teachers
are eligible to repeat the program provided that they live outside the United States for two years, and still
continue to meet the eligibility requirements.

The three parts to the puzzle are:

1. Participants: Teachers who meet the requirements (see below), including having an equivalent
college degree, and at least two years of teaching experience in their home country, and the ability
to get teacher certification (see above).

2. Sponsors: The agencies that screen teacher candidates in their countries, and are technically
responsible for overseeing the teacher's "exchange experience". They have to meet requirements
set by the US Department of State.

3. Hosts / Employers: In Alaska, these would be the school districts that the teacher is hired by I
placed with by the Sponsor.

There are probably less than ten school districts using we know of currently using J-1 visa teachers in
Alaska, but we don't currently have a list, as it varies each year depending on district needs and the HR
staffs interests. J-1 visas do seem much better for districts, as candidates have actually been able to
navigate the visa and certification processes, and arrive in time for August start dates after being hired in
the spring. There are some challenges reported, of course, including the ability for some applicants to
pass the required Basic Competency Exam requirements.

US Department of State - J-1 Visa Program
https://j1visa.state.gov/programs/teacher

Here are the basic requirements of the J-1 visa program. Applicants must:

• Meet the qualifications for teaching in primary or secondary schools in their country of nationality or
last legal residence;

• Be working as a teacher in the home country or country of legal residence at the time of
application, or, if not working as a teacher, otherwise meet the eligibility qualifications and: (a) have
recently (within 12 months of application) completed an advanced degree and (b) have two years
of full-time teaching experience within the past eight years;

• Have a degree-equivalent to a U.S. bachelor's degree in either education or the academic subject
field in which they intend to teach;

• Have a minimum of two years (24 months) of teaching or related professional experience;
• Satisfy the standards of the U.S. state in which they will teach;
• Be of good reputation and character;
• Be seeking to enter the United States for the purpose of full-time teaching as a teacher of record at

a primary (including pre-kindergarten) or secondary accredited educational institution in the United
States (pre-kindergarten teachers must teach full-time, and at the pre-kindergarten level, may
teach only language immersion at an accredited host school);

• Possess sufficient proficiency in the English language.

How Do Teachers Find a Sponsor?

There are private companies that specialize in assisting teacher in locating jobs and securing J-1 visas,
but we don't officially recommend any particular firm or "sponsor". Teachers should be very clear in
understanding all fees and costs associated with the Sponsor they are working working with, as some
agencies operating in others states have reportedly taken advantage of participants by charging very
high fees, or a percentages of earnings in advance.

US Department of State Sponsor List

The Department of State authorizes sponsors by program, and country. Some sponsors are authorized
to place teachers throughout the United States, not just in the state they are located in. Here is where
you can find a list of the approved sponsors from the State website by selecting the pull down menu item
for the "Teacher" program, and then selecting the country.

State Department Approved J-1 Visa Sponsors
https://j1visa.state,gov/sponsors/sponsor-by-country/?program=all

H-1B Visas

The most common visa for teachers from other countries working in the United States used to be the H-
1 B visa, intended for specialized occupations. The H-1B allows teachers to hired to work for six years,
but can also be a stepping stone to a "green card", or permanent residency. But, those visas were



difficult to use because they were / are subjected to a cap each year, and a random lottery system, so
districts often could not rely on a teacher they wanted to hire actually getting one.

Several districts had bad experiences issuing a contract to an applicant in the spring, only to find out too
late that he or she could not travel to Alaska to take the job because a visa was not possible. This left
many Alaska districts with a negative view of working with overseas teachers.

However, changes in the 2017 made it possible for school districts to partner with uniyersity_programs to
get exempted from the cap L lottery_problem. Although the intent is primarily to help higher education
institutions, it seems that some school districts are able to justify their exemptions for hires of K-12
teachers by leveraging their local university "dual enrollment" relationships. We are not sure if there are
plans in Alaska universities or school districts to use this process, but this method has apparently been
used in other states to hire foreign national teachers. There are some potential advantages to doing
this, at least according to one specialized law blog:

School districts and foreign national teachers both enjoy distinct advantages from the H-1B program.
For example, utilization of the H-1B program allows districts to directly control the hiring process without
coordinating with a visa sponsor organization, as required by the J-visa. H-1B visa holders also avoid a
two (2) year home residency requirement that is often incorporated into the J-visa program. School
districts can also transition H-1B teachers relatively easily to a green card, which provides a long-term
immigration strategy.

You can read more about the H-1B options for school districts here:

• USCIS H-1B Visa Information

• USCIS Announces Switch to Online Registration for H-1B Visas

USCIS will open an initial registration period from March 1 through March 20, 2020. The H-1B
random selection process, if needed, will then be run on those electronic registrations. Only those
with selected registrations will be eligible to file H-1B cap-subject petitions.

The opportunity for the 2020-21 school year has already closed as of this writing, so the soonest a
university-school district partnership could potentially apply would seem to be for the 2021-22 school
year.
Alaska Teacher Certification

In the United States, each state - our political units which are like provinces - set teacher certification /
licensure rules. You will need to be certified in Alaska in order to work here. All states have their own,
slightly different certification criteria, and a process through their own Department of Education, so this is
not just in Alaska.

No matter what else you read here, or on the ATP forum or Reddit or an agency's website, your specific
questions relating to getting your license to teach in Alaska should be directed to the very helpful staff at
the Teacher Certification Office at the Alaska Department of Education in Juneau. The Teacher
Certification Office is the official source of all certification information, and they have a small staff who
will decide your status.

Alaska Department of Education - Teacher Certification Office - Juneau
https://education.alaska.gov/teachercertification

Initial Teacher Certification Types - Teachers new to Alaska, even if experienced in other places, have
to get an Initial Certificate when they move to Alaska.
https://education.alaska.gov/teachercertification/certification/initial

Cost of Alaska Teaching Certification - From the Alaska Teacher Certification Office website:

What is the cost of a teaching, administrative, or special service provider's Initial
certificate in Alaska?
The cost is $200.00 for the certificate and $60.00 for the background check. A total of $260.00.
Please note that the Teacher Certification Office does not accept personal checks.

Alaska Department of Education - FAQ Page for Foreign Teachers
https://education.alaska.,goy/FAQI

Alaska Department of Education - All FAQs
https://education.alaska,goyu/FAQ/TeacherCertification/AII#q30

Remember the certification information on the our website here at ATP is not the official information, but
is just intended to get you started. Here is our general information on this topic, which may change year-



to-year:

• ATP Getting Certified_ page

It is important to note that your Alaska Teacher Certification application has to be sent in a single packet
or envelope. That means the completed application forms, all of your supporting documents, and your
fingerprint card (see below) have to be in the same envelope with payment for the fee. The documents
must also be notarized prior to sending, and Alaska EED provides this information about that ( Word
document).

One of the challenges that sometimes causes problems for overseas teachers who do get their Initial
certification is completing the required Basic Competency Testing in Alaska after they are hired. This is
needed for extending their Initial, short-term teaching certificates after they arrive and start working. The
struggle with testing is partially because it can be difficult in rural / remote areas to arrange and take a
test. It is also a challenge for some because the testing format is in not just in English, but American
style English, and so expects the overseas teacher to know certain terms, vocabulary and general
knowledge items he or she may not have been exposed to in studying it as a second language.

Also, as part of the process of certification, the Alaska Teacher Certification Office - and every other
state - will require foreign teachers to have their college transcripts verified and evaluated. The Alaska
Department of Education information for credential review, including a list of agencies who can do the
evaluation for a fee, can be found here:

Alaska Department of Education - Teacher Certification - Foreign Teacher Information
https://education.alaska,gov/teachercertification/outside-programs

All teachers who apply for certification in Alaska must undergo a background check, including getting
fingerprinted on a very specific Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) form called the FD-528.

Alaska Teacher Certification Background Check Info
https://education.alaska,gov/teachercertification/fingerprints

FBI Fingerprint Form (FD-528)
https://www.fbi,gov/file-repository/standard-fingerprint-form-fd-258-1,pdf/view
FD-528 Form (PDF download link)

However, in order to actually get your Alaska Teaching Certification approved to teach in Alaska, you will
need a US Social Security Number. This is a very complicated process, but is doable if you are a J-1
Visa applicant. See the "Visa Information" section of this page for details about this type of visa.

If you are overseas, but not applying for a J-1 Visa, it will be difficult - perhaps even impossible? - for
you to apply for a Social Security Number before arrival. This is a bit of a "Catch 22" in that the
background check needs to be completed before you can teach students, but the process takes several
weeks or more. If you can't apply for before you arrive, you may not be able to be paid as a teacher by
your employer until you get the fingerprint cards and certificate squared away.

The rule used to be that if you were outside the United States, and therefore unable to apply for a Social
Security Number, overseas teachers could only be temporarily certified until they arrive and can apply. It
is not clear from the Alaska Department of Education website if this is still the case, but the Alaska
Teacher Certification Office does provide this link for information about getting a Social Security number:

Social Security Administration
http://www.ssa,gov/ssnumberl

Social Security Number/ Cards for Noncitizens
https://www.ssa.gOV/pubs/EN-05-10096.pdf

This form has lots of information, but at the bottom of the first page,



this part clarifies that J-1 Visa teachers can apply for Social Security numbers.

Exchange visitors: If you're a J-1 or J-2 exchange
visitor, we also need to see your DS-2019,
Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visitor Status
or EAD. If you are a J-1 student, student intern, or
international visitor, you must provide a letter from
your sponsor. The letter should be on sponsor
letterhead with an original signature that authorizes
your employment.

Federal Benefits Units

Overseas Federal Benefits Unit (FBU) offices provide services for the USA's Social Security
Administration, Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Personnel Management, Railroad Retirement
Board, Medicare, and Department of Labor.

This page is from the official Social Security website and lists the FBUs by country around the world:
https://www.ssa.gov/foreign/foreign.htm

FBU Example (Philppines)
https://ph.usembassy.gov/services/social-security/

This overview of Social Security information for overseas citizens is from Americans Abroad, another
organization, not the actual Social Security offices, but it might be helpful to some. Make sure you verify
with official sources:

https://www.americansabroad.org/guidance-for-obtaining-your-social-security-number-from-overseas/

Question: Is there a list of school districts in Alaska who hire foreign teachers?

We have not maintained an official list, but some districts have reported having foreign teachers under
J-1 visa programs, and news reports have also mentioned that overseas teachers have positions with
the following districts. In 2021, in fact, Alaska's Governor Dunleavy welcomed over 100 teachers from
the Phlippines alone. This is not a complete list:

• Anchorage
• Bering Strait School District
• Chatham School District
• Fairbanks
• lditarod
• Kake
• Kashunimuit School District
• Kodiak Island
• Kuspuk
• Lower Kuskokwim
• Lower Yukon School District
• North Slope
• Northwest Arctic

If you know of others, please let ATP know, and we'll add them to the list if we can confirm the
information!

ATP Site Management: Teachers4Schools, LLC

The University of Alaska Fairbanks is an AA/EO employer and educational institution and prohibits illegal
discrimination against any individual: Learn more about UA's notice of nondiscrimination.
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School District Plans to Fly in Immigrants to Fill Jobs, Others May Follow 

BY ALEX J. ROUHANDEH ON 2/3/22 AT 3:46 PM EST 
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S
chool districts across the nation face hurdles to filling vacant teacher positions, and the Camden City School 

District (CCSD) in New Jersey isn't any different. CCSD has 28 teacher positions that they've been 
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On January 25, the district passed a resolution deciding that they would turn to the H-1B Specialty Occupations visa

process to legally fill their empty positions with immigrant teachers. CCSD Superintendent Katrina Mccombs told

Newsweek that the school faces vacancies every year but that the pandemic has made the situation worse,

particularly in the search for teaching positions that require foreign language experience.

"We have challenges with our bilingual teacher positions and our ESL (English as a Second Language) positions.

Filling those. These are normally hard to fill positions, but that has been exacerbated by the pandemic," Mccombs

said. "This H-1B visa program that we're launching is just one of the ways that we are trying to make sure that we are

wrapping support around our students who are non-native English speakers."

NEWSWEEK NEWSLETTER SIGN-UP >

Mccombs said that she has received queries from other districts in the region as well those in other states that have

faced similar problems in filling teacher vacancies and said they were interested in the CCSD model as a potential

solution.
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The pandemic has made hiring teachers an even greater challenge, and one school district in New Jersey is looking to hire immigrants for vacant roles. Here, students wear
masks as a teacher instructs them at Freedom Preparatory Academy on September 10, 2020, in Provo, Utah.
PHOTO BY GEORGE FREY/AFP VIA GETTY IMAGES

Foreign language teachers were cited as the most challenging to fill positions in a national survey of teachers and

principals, with 37 percent of public schools saying filling such roles was "very difficult" or that they "were not able" to

find a candidate. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that "about 77,400 openings for high school teachers"

are projected for each year over the next decade.

Despite a report from SAGE Journals finding that since the pandemic, anti-immigrant attitudes have increased

worldwide, Mccombs told Newsweek that the school has not yet received any backlash for its decision and has

instead gotten positive feedback.
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"We have not yet been pushed on 'Hey, why are you not doing a better job of recruiting individuals who are citizens

already?' And if we were asked that question, I can go down the list of all the things that we have been doing,"

Mccombs said. "[We are] committed to inclusiveness, equity, and just making sure that we are providing strong

instructional achievement opportunities for all of the students that we serve."

READ MORE

• Chicago Schools' COVID Testing Taking Double the Promised Turnaround Time

• Viral Tik Tok Capturing Racial Slurs Prompts City Official's Leave

• Over 2M Migrants Came to Border in 2021, 565K More Than 2 Years Combined

• Fixing the 1.6M Immigration Case Backlog Means Moving It From DOJ

For the trial year of the program, Mccombs said the district aims to fill 10 of its 28 vacancies with immigrants. The

district will prioritize filling its three bilingual vacancies and its one ESL vacancy first. Mccombs said the district views

Spanish-speaking teachers as its highest need but that they are also seeking candidates with other types of foreign

language qualifications.

Under the H-1B visa programs, candidates must hold at least a bachelor's degree in order to receive consideration.

Furthermore, employers must demonstrate that they have recruited U.S. candidates in "good faith" and were still

unable to fill the roles. Mccombs said checking off that requirement shouldn't be a problem-The school has recruited

through job posting websites, job fairs, and at universities but has still been unable to find suitable candidates
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To plug worker shortage, Willmar hires teachers from abroad 
Hannah Yang Willmar, Minn. September 12, 2022 4:00 AM 

From left to right: Katherine Giliz Cusa, Almera Jane Amindato, Missi 

May Flores and Shelamie Santillan are several of the new teachers who 

are starting the new school year with Willmar Public Schools after 

being hired through an international teaching program. This is 

Willmar's first year hiring teachers abroad to help address its staffing 

shortage. The teachers have the opportunity to stay teaching in 

Minnesota for up to five years before being required to return to their 

home countries for a two-year period before being able to reapply for 

teaching opportunities in the United States. Hannah Yang I MPR 

News 

Updated: 10:26 a.m. 

At Roosevelt Elementary School in Willmar, Shelamie 

Santillan hangs affirming messages that read, "We can be 

kind," and "We can be helpers." 

"You want some? I have extra," she tells three other teachers, 

who like her have traveled here from the Philippines to 

instruct students in math, science, social studies and 

language arts. 

"It's a big opportunity for us to be here as teachers," said 

San till an, as she readied her classroom for a new year and a 

new crop of third graders. She has ten years of teaching 

experience, but this is her first time teaching in the U.S. 

It wasn't an easy decision to come to Willmar. Santillan was 

worried that she would feel lost once she arrived. But she 

says district administrators and community members have 

given her a warm welcome. 

Shelamie Santillan organizes books inside of her classroom at 

Roosevelt Elementary School in Willmar, Minn. Having come from the 

Philippines, Santillan was one of the newest hires for the school 

district. Hannah Yang I MPR News 

"People here are doing their best to help us to be oriented, 

familiarized," she said. "They always ask what do you need 

guys? Do you have groceries? They take us everywhere." 

Almerajane Amindato, will teach fourth grade at nearby 

Kennedy Elementary. She reviewed the new curriculum she 

will be teaching and says it doesn't strike her as all that 

different from what she taught in the Philippines. 

Before you keep reading ... 

Did you know that MPR News is supported by Members? Gifts 

from individuals power the headlines, c larity and context found 

here. Give during the Fall Member Drive to become a Member 

today. 
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"It's just that we have to learn more on technology because
in the Philippines, we do not own an iPad, we just use our
blackboard," said Amindato.

Almera Jane Amindato, a new teacher in Willmar Public Schools, poses
for a photo. Hannah Yang I MPR News

This is the first time thatWillmar Public Schools has tapped
teachers from other countries to fill vacant positions.

When administrators couldn't find enough teachers locally,
the district reached out to the International Teach Alliance
program, which helps schools find credentialed teachers
from other countries who want to work in the U.S.

Candidates were interviewed by Zoom and Willmar school
officials filled five teacher vacancies. Another teacher from
Nicaragua is expected to join the group in Willmar soon,
once his visa arrives.

"And I certainly look at it that ifwe didn't have them here, if
they didn't accept these jobs, we would have five more
openings right now," said Elizabeth Windingstad, the
district's human resources director.

The new teachers are in the U.S. onJ-1 visas that allow them
to participate in work and study based exchange programs.
They can teach here for up to five years. Then they must
return home for two years before they can apply to teach in
the U.S. again. Data from the U.S. Department of State
shows there were 26 educators in Minnesota last year
teaching on a J-1 visa.

z •• _.,, l

A group of new teachers from the Philippines are going over some
forms with Roosevelt Elementary School Principal Lori Lockhart.
Willmar Public Schools hired several new teachers through a program
that connects credentialed instructors from around the world to teach
in the United States. Hannah Yang I MPR News

"This is a somewhat unique and creative way to address a
need," said Jeff Holm, superintendent for Willmar Public
Schools. "I'm hopingwe can find other creative means and
be thinking ahead."

Four decades ago, when Holm started teaching, he said
there were lots of candidates competing for open teaching
positions.

"Things have changed," he said. "And we need to figure out
ways to try and stay ahead of the curve as best we can."

Like Willmar, other school districts in Minnesota are also
struggling to fill open staff positions.

The lingering effects of the COVID-19 pandemic continues
to be a drag on the supply ofworkers, said Deb Henton,
executive director of the Minnesota Association of School
Administrators.

"I have heard from superintendents across the state,
whether that be in the metro or greater Minnesota, that
there are job openings that they are continuing to work to
fill," she said.

Districts are trying a variety of tactics to attract more
teachers from increasing pay and benefits to reducing class
sizes. But those efforts take time to bear fruit and for
communities like Willmar, the International Teach Alliance
program helped the district fill an urgent staffing need. It
also attracted a diverse group of educators to the
community, said Windingstad.

"They're interested in doing community education classes
and sharing some of their cooking experiences. I'm learning



so much from them," she said. "I truly hope if [the program
is] a success, that we'11 be able to continue this going
forward."

Missi May Flores, a new third grade teacher at Roosevelt Elementary
School in Willmar Public Schools, decorates a blackboard in her
classroom for the new school year. Hannah Yang [ MPR NeWS

Since arriving in Minnesota a fewweeks ago, Missi May
Flores, a new third grade teacher at Roosevelt Elementary,
says she is already feeling at home.

"We're scared. And we're always joking, we're going to die,"
said Flores.

MPR News reporter Elizabeth Shockman contributed to this
report.

Correction (Sept. 12, 2022): A previous version of this story
incorrectly stated the grade level thatAlmeraJane Amindato
teaches. It also incorrectly stated the last name of the district's
human resources director. The story has been updated.

"We love the place. It's peaceful and quiet and we are loving
the welcoming people here inWillmar," she said.

From left to right: Shelamie Santillan, Katherine Giliz Cusa, Tammy
Barnes, Almera Jane Amindato and Missi May Flores enjoy a day at the
Minnesota State Fair on Sept. 2, Sam Stroozas I MPR News

Flores looks forward to sharing more about her culture with
students and staff. She thinks the experience will be good
for her and her students.

"I would like to be part of a program that will support
children who will be aware of cultural differences, and that
will equip them to be more effective global citizens," said
Flores.

For some, online learningisjust the right fit
What to know about the application for Biden's student
loan relief
Biden administration steps upprotection against student
loan forgiveness scams

The group has already taken in the Minnesota State Fair,
and they hope to visit an apple orchard this fall and even try
ice fishing. But they are a little worried about Minnesota's
cold winters.

© 2022 Minnesota Public Radio. All rights reserved.
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WHERE LAW AND BUSINESS MEET®

National Teacher Shortage Could Be Mitigated By 
Thinking Outside Of The United States

The latest survey conducted by the National Education Association (NEA) – the United States’ largest union representing
nearly 3 million educators – shows that massive staff shortages in schools is leading to educator burnout. In fact,  an 
alarming number of educators indicated that they planned to leave the profession. According to the Bureau of Labor 
Statistics, there are currently 567,000 fewer educators in America’s public schools today than there were before the 
COVID-19 pandemic, but these problems didn’t start with the pandemic.

Teacher shortages have affected school districts for decades, especially in hard-to-staff subjects such as math, science, special 
education and bilingual education. The COVID-19 pandemic has added pressure on the staff and faculty that remain. There is a 
clear need that is not being met through the current system and countless schools are searching for solutions. The H1B is the 
most used visa category for professional employees, but the demand has exceeded the visas allocated each year under the 
program. These annual limits have created a lottery system, thereby making it highly uncertain if a visa can be secured for a 
new teacher.

A 2017 regulation titled “Retention of EB-1, EB-2, and EB-3 Immigrant Workers and Improvements Affecting High Skilled 
Nonimmigrant Workers,” provides a pathway for many school districts to hire qualified foreign national teachers as H-1B highly-
skilled workers without regard to the annual limits on the H-1B program.

H-1B VISA: FAST FACTS
What is it?

Employment-based nonimmigrant visa

What is the process?

Registration through the H-1B Annual Cap Lottery

• 85,000 total H-1B visas available annually through USCIS

• USCIS provides the following numbers:
FY 2022 = 308,613 registrations received
FY 2023 = 483,927 registrations received

• Lottery system chooses which registrations are allowed to
move to the next step of application process, which is a
formal filing with USCIS and Dept of Labor

• Allows for international travel

• Allows for period of up to 3 years; ability to extend for total
of 6 years

• Allows for “dual intent” – or the ability to apply for
permanent residency without violating nonimmigrant status

• Requires a bachelor’s degree or higher

• Requires licensure for the state where work will take place

• Requires payment of union wages or prevailing wages

Some schools can qualify for H-1B Exemption
The H1B lottery can be avoided for organizations that are cap exempt. This allows them to submit H-1B petitions on behalf

of qualified employees at any time during the year and without regard to the annual limit. The following are some examples:

• Institutions of higher education

• Nonprofit entities related to or affiliated with an institution of higher education

• Governmental research organizations related to or affiliated with an institution of higher education

• Nonprofit research organizations

Many U.S. school systems were unable to qualify for this exemption prior to the 2017 regulations due to the extremely narrow way 
in which the Department of Homeland Security interpreted “related to” or “affiliated with.” However, these regulations have now 
created a way for school districts to demonstrate that they meet the requirements of H-1B cap exemption through their affiliation 
with local universities.

Nonprofit entities may qualify for H-1B cap exemption based on the following:

• Having a written affiliation agreement with an institute of higher education as it is defined in Title 20 of the Federal
Regulations (20 CFR § 1001(a)) that demonstrates the following:

• The agreement must establish an active working relationship between the nonprofit entity and the institution of higher
education for the purposes of research and education;

AND

• The fundamental activity of the non-profit organization is to directly contribute to the research or education mission of
the institution of higher education.



Many school districts have formally executed agreements with nearby universities and colleges to provide for student teachers 
or participants in “teacher-in-residence” programs. In most circumstances, it is possible to show that a fundamental activity of 
the nonprofit school district is to directly contribute to the research or education mission of the institution of higher education. 
This would include providing would-be teachers with the practical education and experience to work as educators themselves, 
thus helping train the next generation of highly desired teachers. The H1B is first filed with the United States Citizenship and 
Immigration Service and, after approval, the teacher can request an H1B visa from the U.S. Consulate. Spouse and children may 
apply for an H4 visa as dependents.

Another visa pathway for schools to consider is the J1 Exchange Program

The Department of State can authorize foreign teachers to work in the U.S. in primary or secondary schools under its J1 program 
for a 3 year period, with a possible 2 year extension, as part of its cultural exchange mission. The program requires school 
districts to work with an authorized sponsor to issue a DS-2019 to qualified foreign teachers. To qualify, a teacher must:

• Meet the qualifications for teaching in primary or secondary schools in their country of nationality or last legal residence;

• Be working as a teacher in the home country or country of legal residence at the time of application, or, if not working as a 
teacher, otherwise meet the eligibility qualifications and (a) have recently (within 12 months of application) completed an 
advanced degree and (b) have two years of full-time teaching experience within the past eight years;

• Have a degree-equivalent to a U.S. bachelor’s degree in either education or the academic subject field in which they intend 
to teach;

• Have a minimum of two years (24 months) of teaching or related professional experience;

• Satisfy the standards of the U.S. state in which they will teach;

• Seek to enter the United States for the purpose of full-time teaching as a teacher of record at a primary (including pre-
kindergarten) or secondary accredited educational institution in the United States (pre-kindergarten teachers must teach 
full-time, and at the pre-kindergarten level, may teach only language immersion at an accredited host school); and

• Possess sufficient proficiency in the English language.

There are 67 agencies authorized to serve as sponsors for J1 teachers, but many are state specific. The agencies can advise if 
the school qualifies to sponsor teachers, and if the candidate they have meets the requirements for the program. They will work 
with the school to verify their education, English proficiency and teaching experience. Each agency may charge their own fees for 
their sponsorship. Depending on the country of residence/citizenship, some teachers may be required to return to their home 
country for 2 years before changing status in the United States: for example, working in H1B status after J1, or applying for 
permanent residency. The J1 program is for foreign teachers who are outside the United States, and they will first need to obtain 
a J1 visa at the U.S. consulate to enter the U.S. There is a J2 option for spouses and children to accompany the teacher for the 
duration of the J1 program.

Culturally Unique Q1

While a lesser used visa category, for certain teaching positions the Q1 culturally unique visa may be useful for teachers working 
in language immersion settings or culturally unique school districts. The Q1 is for teachers over age 18 who, as part of their 
position, will be effectively communicating their cultural attributes to the community. This could include a Spanish language 
teacher who not only teaches the language, but also introduces customs, culture, and unique heritage as part of the curriculum. 
The petition is filed with the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services for approval, and then the teacher can request a 
Q1 visa from the U.S. embassy. Wages offered must match those of others in the same or similar position and the teacher must 
be qualified for the occupation of teacher and possess knowledge and experience to educate others about their culture. The 
Q work status visa can be requested for up to 15 months and there is no opportunity to extend. It does not allow spouses or 
children to accompany the teacher as dependents.

While these pathways to address the teacher shortage are promising, individual school districts should consult with their legal 
counsel to discuss specific hiring situations.
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